
MOBILE CHEMICAL REPLICATOR

Cost 20,000 Credits (10,000 to E.I. Agents)
Protochemical Cartridge - 50 credits each

The MCR is a portable unit about the size of a 21st century printer but is typically white in colour. It 
is created exclusively by Eurasian Incorporated and is offered to their Agents at a discounted price. 
Once it is installed with a Protochemical Cartridge it is capable of producing almost any chemical in 
the world. Some exceptions would be nano-engineered chemicals or those which use archon 
technology (GM discretion applies). 

Each time you wish to synthesis a dose of a chemical you need to connect to the WDN (internet) 
and link with E.I. Your chip scan is taken and then you can choose from a list of available 
chemicals by using the MCR’s interface. When you have chosen what and how much you would 
like, your account is debited the stated fee (normally the chemical’s standard fee + 10%). It then 
takes a few minutes for the machine to synthesise it. This typically uses a tenth of a Protochemical 
pack. Chemicals cannot be delivered in custom containers such as grenades though pressurised 
containers can be synthesised by the machine.  

E.I. Agents do not need to pay the 10% extra fee and are sometimes granted a discount by E.I. 
This discount cannot exceed 20% as there are price regulations and steep taxes on the chemicals 
by the UIG. 

Abuse of the MCR
The MCR features CRM (Chemical Rights Management) which makes it almost impossible to hack 
the machine and use it to produce your own chemicals fee free. Although the machine is built by 
E.I. the UIG stepped in and insisted their security software was installed to ensure users could not 
use the machine for making chemicals they could not legally own. 

There are rumoured to be a few hacked MCR machines about but they are rare beasts and 
thought to be in the hands of advanced divisions, UIG squads or powerful criminal groups. 

Hacking the MCR
Opening up the MCR for unlimited use requires a hacking roll at -20. 5 rolls must be passed in a 
row and one failure destroys the machine. 
Even attempting this incurs a punishment of instant depersonalisation (if you are caught). 

Mission Ideas
1. E.I. give their Agents an unregistered, hacked machine which allows them to download any 

chemicals they want whenever they want them for free. They are given some tough mission to 
see how well this item aids them. Do NOT get caught with it. 

2. As non-E.I. Agents you hear that an E.I. division has a hacked machine. Attempt to wrest it from 
them but bear in mind they are going to have access to some horrendous chemicals. 

3. You are an E.I. division tasked with increasing the chemical database. Raid some rival labs in an 
attempt to score some exciting new chems. 

4. You find a broken MCR which is producing only 6 unknown chemicals. During your next mission 
try to find out what these chemicals are and what they do to enemies. 

5. Your division find an MCR with 30,000 credits on it. The credit will expire in 12 hours so you 
need to make the most of it. 
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